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Derivations of W*-algebras
By Shoichiro Sakai*
Introduction
Let W be a C*-algebra, and let D be a derivation of A, i.e., a linear mapping on W to W satisfying D(xy) = D(x)y + xD(y). D is said to be an inner derivation if there is an element a in W such that D(x) = [a, x] = ax -xa for x C W. Otherwise, it is said to be an outer derivation.
The question of whether or not a W*-algebra can have an outer derivation has been open for some time (cf. [10, ch. 1, p. 60]). Kaplansky [6] proved that every derivation of a type I W*-algebra is inner. Establishing a conjecture of Kaplansky, the author [9] proved that every derivation of a C*-algebra is bounded. Miles [7] noted that every derivation of a C*-algebra is induced by an operator in the weak closure of some faithful representation of the algebra (a direct sum of irreducible representations). Recently, Kadison [4] showed that every derivation of a C*-algebra on a Hilbert space ? is spatial (i.e., it has the form x -bx -xb for some bounded operator b on >, and every derivation of a hyper-finite factor is inner. Moreover, Kadison and Ringrose [5] show that every derivation of the W*-algebra generated by the regular representation of a discrete group is inner.
In this paper, we shall show the following: every derivation of a W*-algebra is inner. This is the affirmative solution to Kadison's conjecture.
Theorems
In this section, we shall show the following theorems. THEOREM 1. Every derivation of a W*-algebra is inner.
As a corollary of Theorem 1, we have: PROOF. Let (x,) (resp. (an)) be a sequence of M, (resp. K) such that lim. Ix -a. II = r, then they are bounded; hence by the weak compactness of bounded spheres of B(Q), there is an accumulate point x0 (resp. a,) of (xn) (resp. (an)) such that x0 e M, and a, C K; moreover r ? 1 x -a. 11 = supape for all z C I, and z C Z,.
On the other hand, 11 ? Hl r + H a, ? r + 1; hence c, belongs to (r + 1)S n m1-K; cl belongs also to the set (r + 1)S n m11-K, because it is compact; hence c, belongs to %W and ce -< c, for all y C I,. Theorefore ! has an upper bound, and so by Zorn's lemma there is a maximal element c" = xO-a,0 (xa0oM8, a,0eK)in. LEMMA 3. C0 = ?, if M' is a countably decomposable type III algebra. PROOF. Suppose that ca0 # 0. Then, first of all, we shall show that there is a projection e' in M' such that e' 1-e' in M' and e'ca(l -e') 7 0. Suppose that e'caO(l -e')-0 for all e' as above, then e'c,, -cue'; hence ze'co= caOze' for all z e ZP, because coo belongs to (M, A) c (M, M'), and so pca ca0p' for all projection p' C M', because p' is equivalent to its central support z(p') in M' and so p' can be written as a sum of two mutually orthogonal, equivalent projections e'z(p'), f'z(p') such that e' -1 -e' and f' 1 -therefore c00 C M" = M, and so co = 0, a contradiction.
Take a projection e' C M' such that e' -(1 -e') in M', and e'cO(l -e') # 0.
Let v' be a partial isometry of M' such that v'*v' e' and v'v'* = 1 -e', then B(Qj) can be considered the matrix algebra of all 2 x 2 matrices over a W*-algebra W = {e'xe' + v'e'xe'v'* I x C B(i)} and M' is considered a *-subalgebra of B(Q) consisting of all 2 x 2 matrices over a W*-algebra (zI p OdO ZZ(P)VV*Cl2C
Iz(p)dl1~p + Z(P)(V*Cl2Cf~I 112
Analogously, (Z(P)V*C12C*2V z(p)d22)(0
Moreover, On the other hand, 
